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The Legend of Hercules 2014 full movie 720p hd Q: What do you call this little wing thing under the 'flap' of an aircraft? I'm not a pilot myself, but I recognize the on/off systems on an aircraft a lot. Here is a picture of the one I'm referring to. What do you call the thing with the black and white stripes in the background? A: I would call it
the rudder and ailerons, but as cjc pointed out, they are secondary, or even tertiary, flight control surfaces. However, the wing has the primary ones. A: The little wing thing under the “flap” is called aileron. : a finlike fluttering surface usually connected to a moving airfoil for rolling flight maneuvers A: It's two flaps. One aileron and one
flap. Aileron: Q: Why can't I edit this answer? I'm really trying to get a grip on meta, and I just wanted to clear up a little something. I'm looking at this answer that was put up yesterday. I commented on the answer itself, explaining why it was incorrect, and since then, I can't edit the answer because I'm not enough of a ♦ to do that. Is

this my fault, or is it because the post has already been edited by a moderator? I just wanted to get my side of the story in as well. A: You cannot edit a post which a moderator (or a diamond moderator) has performed an edit to. That is what the proper course is. The answer you mention was an attempt to perform an edit after the fact,
without becoming a diamond moderator. The fact that it was unsuccessful is due to the fact that your edit didn't comply with the currently imposed rules for editing. The current policies on how to edit (recently changed) are detailed here. To quote them: Edits are expected to be substantial and to leave the post better than you found it.

Common reasons for edits include: To fix grammatical or spelling errors To clarify the meaning of the post (without changing that meaning) To include additional information only found in comments, so all of the information relevant to the post is contained in one place To add related
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